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Quick summary of WPB et WPC main purposes

 WPB Online Job Vacancies  : The aim of WPB is to produce statistical estimates in the 

statistical theme of online job vacancies, with the use of mixed sources including job 
portals and job adverts on enterprise websites, and job vacancy data from third party 
sources.  Within  the  same  statistical  theme,  the  combination  of  existing  data  from 
multiple sources will be promoted and embedded in the methodology. The final aim of 
the activities is to develop and test prototypes as well as capacity building to facilitate 
their integration into production at the level of individual NSI and at the level of the ESS.

 WPC Enterprise Characteristic : the aim of WPC is to use web scraping, text mining and 

inference techniques for collecting and processing enterprise information, in order to 
improve  or  update  existing  information,  such  as  Internet  presence,  kind  of  activity, 
address information, ownership structure, etc., in the national business registers. The 
implementation involves massive scraping of company-websites, collecting, processing, 
analysing unstructured data and dissemination of national-level experimental statistics. 
The enterprise data obtained by this WP is combined with existing data from multiple 
other sources, such as administrative data and ICT usage in enterprise surveys.

Part I / Data collecton : what & how ?

For WP  B,  the  process of  collecting online  job vacancy (OJV)  data starts with selecting the 
information source : public portals from national public employment services ; private portals ;  
entreprise websites with dedicated job recruitment pages ; crossnational portals. This means it 
is  first  necessary  to  identify  and  build  a  list  of  all  online  sources  from which  data  will  be 
collected. Depending of the source, data collection is done through alternative methods : 

 (i) webscraping.  Using web scraping implies that data are already structured on the 
web page and can be extracted precisely by knowing the exact position of each field on 
the web page. As specific web scrapers must be programmed for each website, this is 
ideal for sites which contain many vacancies

 (ii)  crawling.  It  uses a programmed robot  to  browse web portals  systematically  and 
download their pages. Crawling is much more general compared to scraping and is 
easier  to  develop.  However,  crawlers  collect  much  more  website  noise  (irrelevant 
content) ;

 (iii) API. Direct access via application programming interface (API) allows download of 
vacancy  content  directly  from OJV portal  databases.  This  direct  access  requires  a 
formal  agreement  from  the  website  operator  and  is  subject  to  maintenance  and 



agreement costs. Data collected in this way have the highest quality of the different 
methods and can be downloaded much faster.

Note that for the WP B, data collection is assumed to be done previously by Cedefop for all  
European countries. When necessary, NSIs may nevertheless complete information by doing 
specific data collection for their country (for instance, adding web portals in “collection frame” or  
focusing on specific sectors or job levels).

The identified sources enter the ‘data ingestion’ phase, which involves identifying vacancies 
available in the source and downloading their content. During next ‘pre-processing’ phase, the 
downloaded  data  are  cleaned  of  irrelevant  content.  Following  a  process  of  ‘information 
extraction’,  it  translates  the  relevant  content  of  the  OJV  into  a  database  organised  into 
taxonomies  and  classifications.  This  final  database  feeds  various  automatically  updated 
dashboards or analysis to produce labour market and skills intelligence.

For  WP  C,  the  process  of  collecting  online-based  entreprise  characteristics  (OBEC)  data is 
based on a (at least) four steps process. It requires first identifying a list of companies for which 
data will be collected (target population), with basic identifiers, like for instance company name.  
Then, in step 2, a list of potential website adresses is built, for instance using echoes from a 
website  search engine for  each company in  the register.  In  step 3,  a  partial  crawling data 
collection is done on potential website adresses (homepages), having a ranking mechanism to 
verify  which website  is  likely  to  be the  good one (thus searching for  identification data  on  
website). Final step would be, having choosen the “first-best” website for each company, an 
extended crawling data collection is done on websites, searching to get specific characterics of 
companies. 

Input data and metadata from collection process

 collected data : 

◦ content : 

▪ full webpages including textual data but also other kind of numeric data (for 
instance : picts) (when collected through crawling)

▪ structured textual and numeric data (when collected through scraping / API)

◦ acquisition process metadata : 

▪ location from which data is collected (URLs, webportal adress, or API adress)

▪ collection time

▪ Data collection channel : Internet

▪ Instrument implementation / Mode

 web scraping (crawling) robot / web queries

 web services / application interconnections

▪ data provider (if data collected through webportal)



◦ statistical metadata :

▪ Unit type :  OJV - job advertisement / OBEC - enterprise website

▪ Target population : OJV - online job vacancies at a given time period (period of 
job advertisement OR period of targeted recruitment) and for a given place 
(country, region…) / OBEC : enterprises listed in a company registry at a given 
time period. Target population may be defined on a subset of registry (for 
instance, focusing only of company above a minimal size or above a minimal 
level of annual sales, etc.).

▪ Sampling population : 

 OJV : all job vacancies for a given set of webportals at a specific data 
collection time (time when data portal is scraped / crawled)

 OBEC : entreprises with potentially related website adresses having a 
scoring rate above a given threshold (scoring given by online search engine 
for each entreprise).

▪ Units population observation : 

 OJV : online job advertisement posted on a given portal 

 websites expected to belong and characterize selected companies.



Part 2 / Data Representation from Data Wrangling Step

For OBEC

Identification

 Company ID number combined with a set of URL

◦ set of URLs being all URLS selected for web crawling (having a score ranking 
above a given threshold)

◦ Primary URL (with highest ranking ?) + secondary URLs

Core attributes

 Company denomination (data type : textual, strings of characters)

 Company adress(es) (data type : textual, strings of characters with localisation 
information and zip codes)

 Company contacts (data type : textual and/numeric, including phone numbers, e-mail, 
social networks identifiers)

Derived Target Variables (to be populated from raw textual data scraped from webpages)

 what companies sell : main services / products sold

 how do they sell : selling channels (online shopping card ? Booking services ? Delivery 
services ?)

 to who they sell : B2B ? B2C ?

 Where do they sell : national / multinational markets ? 

 (...)

For OJV

Identification

 “unitary” scraped job vacancy ID number + URL of the publishing portal/website + time 
of data collection (or time of publishing time ?)

Core attributes

 job title (data type : textual)

 location (data type : place in geographic nomenclature)

 publishing time (data type : date)

Derived Target Variables (to be populated from raw textual data scraped from webpages)

 denomination of hiring company (data type : textual)

 Description of hiring company (data type : textual)

 description of main tasks (data type : textual)

 required skills (data collected : textual ; to be coded in ESCO classification)

 optionnal skills (data collected : textual ;  to be coded in ESCO classification)

 educational requirement (data collected : textual ;  to be coded in ISCED classification)

 wages (data type : numeric, in euros; reference format might vary across job vacancies 
– gross/net – hourly/monthly...)



Part 3 / Basic Representation of Data Collection, Cleaning and Classification Processes
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